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Abstract: Introduction: Pilonidal sinus disease is a chronic disorder of sacrococcygeal region. Methods: This
study was performed in 64 cases of pilonidal sinus who were admitted to the department of surgery. All patients
divided into two groups randomly and they were treated using simple primary closure. The first group by
midline and second group by Para median and followed up for 2 years Follow-up visits took place on day 3,
week 2 and 1 months after surgery. Results: The study consisted of 39 men with a median age of 23 years and
25 women with a median age 24 years. The mean time for healing of the wound in group I was 21.3±3.6 days and
group II was 17±2 days (P<0.001). The mean hospital stay time for group I was 3±1.34 days and for group II was
2.7±1 days (p=0.266). From 31 patients group I, wound infection occurred in 4 cases and in group II 33 cases,
2 patients (p=0.419). Recurrence was seen in 4 cases in group I and 3 cases in group II (P=0.704). Conclusion:
Flap technique have reported good results, because of minimal pain, short stay, lower recurrence rate.
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INTRODUCTION MATERIALS AND METHODS

Pilonidal sinus disease is a chronic disorder of The present clinical trial study was performed in 64
sacrococcygeal region [1], usually seen in young adults cases of pilonidal sinus who were admitted to the
[2]. The etiologies of disease are excessive body hair, department of surgery, in Yahyanejad hospital, treated
natal cleft, prolonged siting, traveling or driving, obesity between March 2005 and July 2009. The study was
and poor local hygiene, folliculitis [3, 4]. penetration of approved by the Ethics Committee of Babol University of
hairs, sweating and bacterial contamination [5] Treatment medical sciences. Written informed consent was obtained
of disease is prevention and eliminate of causative from all patients. The patients who had positive history of
factors, although several procedures have been tried for abscess, diabetes, cancer, immunondeficiency and other
pilonidal sinus, including excision with open packing, co -morbidities were excluded. All patients divided into
excision and primary closure and flap surgery [6]. two groups randomly and they were treated using simple
Infection and recurrence are the main problems of primary primary closure. The first group (31) by midline and
technique, on the other hand, the open technique packing second group (33) by Para median and followed up for 2
and dressing changes are painful and healing is years. All patients underwent surgery by or under the
prolonged [7-9]. supervision of the same surgeon. 

In  this  study,  we  compare  the  efficacy of
paramedian   incision   versus   midline   incision in Surgical Procedure: Preoperative preparation includes
patients  suffering  from  pilonidal  sinus  in  Babol,  north shaving of gluteal and sacral regions on the day of
of Iran. surgery and 1 gr of cephazoline given intravenously for
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prophylaxis one hour before surgery. Patients were any  intervention  and  can  be  managed expectantly.
operated spinal anesthesia in the prone Jackknife Non-surgical treatments of pilonidal disease, such as
position. phenol injections and simple shaving with careful natal

In group I after midline incision, excision of necrotic cleft hygiene, may be of value for some patients but their
tissue and hair was done and after irrigation and long-term results are not known.
hemostasis a vacuum drain placed in the wound, skin Although several methods of surgical treatment have
closed primarily, with 2 -0 nylon interrupted mattress been described, the ideal treatment is not suggested
suture. Tension sutures were used with full -thickness Although many methods are being used for the treatment
including the post sacral fascia and crossing of pilonidal sinus, which method is the most appropriate
symmetrically  through both sides. Group II operated with is still a matter of debate [12]. Complications and
the same technique except the incision that was Para recurrence, in particular, are the most important problems.
median (from 2 cm of midline). Paramidline incision Excision and primary closure, excision and packing and
depends  on  the  site  of  lesion involved. Follow-up flap techniques are surgical procedure that has been done
visits took  place  on day 3, week 2 and 1 months after [13] A series of procedures are being used in surgical
surgery treatment and different outcomes are being reported.

After surgery in both groups they were evaluated There are several studies that have showed superiority of
regarding   hospital   stay,   wound   infection,   wound flap repair to primary closure techniques.The ideal
breakdown and recurrence. Wound infection was defined operation should be with minimal pain, short hospital
as purulent discharge and development of cellulites. stay, lower recurrence rate and earlier return to work.
Hospital stay was defined after removal of vacuum and Bascom hypothesized that infection starts from hair
walking without pain. Wound break down was defined as follicles, orifice, sinus after that developed [14, 15]. The
a disrupted wound. simplest way is incision and drainage, but it has

RESULTS sinus and tracts but the main problem is the

The study consisted of 39 men (61%) with a median removed the tract and sinus except skin and
age of 23 years (range, 17 to 35 years) and 25 women subcutaneous fat, we use this like a flap.excision and
(39%)  with a median age 24 years (range 16 to 34 years). primary closure is heals sooner than open packing [17]

Patients were followed up for 24 months. Significant and the patients return to work in 3 to 4 weeks. Most of
differences were the mean time for healing of the wound surgeons are satisfied from results of primary closure
in group I was 21.3±3.6 days and group II was 17±2 days [18]. Flap technique have reported good results because
(P<0/001). The mean hospital stay time for group I was of lower infection and recurrence rate, shorter hospital
3±1.34 days and for group II was 2.7±1 days stay and the  wound  can  be  approximated without
(p=0.266).From 31 patients group I, wound infection tension [15, 18].
occurred in 4 cases (12.9%) and in group II 33 cases, 2
patients (6.1%), (p=0.419). Break down in group I was REFERENCES
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